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Abstract
The main result of this paper is the following:
Any language in ESPACE that is bounded truth-
table reducible in polynomial time to a set with very
high space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity must be
bounded truth-table reducible in polynomial time to a
sparse set.
Introduction
The subject of this paper is the class of languages
that are bounded reducible in polynomial time to lan-
guages with essentially maximal information content.
Specically, it is shown that any language recogniz-
able in exponential space (denoted ESPACE) that
is bounded truth-table reducible in polynomial time
to a set with very high space-bounded Kolmogorov
complexity must be bounded truth-table reducible in
polynomial time to a sparse set. Using a recent re-
sult of Ogiwara and Watanabe, this implies that no
language with very high space-bounded Kolmogorov
complexity can be Pbtt-hard for NP, unless P=NP;
similar results are given for other classes.
Languages with very high space-bounded Kolmo-
gorov complexity are very complex in the sense that
each such language has essentially maximal informa-
tion content. Such languages are frequently encoun-
tered since it is known that almost every language has
Kolmogorov complexity of this magnitude. The results
presented here provide evidence that the information
in languages with very high space-bounded Kolmogorov
complexity is encoded in such a way that very little of
it is computationally useful when bounded truth-table
reducibilities computable in polynomial time are used
to retrieve that information.
>From the proof of the main result, other con-
clusions can be drawn. For example, Watanabe has
shown that the class of languages recognizable deter-
ministically in exponential time (denoted E) is not
included in the class of languages that are bounded
truth-table reducible in polynomial time to sparse lan-
guages; we can conclude that no language with very
high space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity can be
Pbtt-hard for E.
Given a machine M , a function t : N ! N , a
language L  f0; 1g, and a natural number n, the t-
space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity of Ln relative
to M is dened as
KStM (Ln) = minfjj jM(; n) = Ln
in t(2n) spaceg:
Thus, KStM (Ln) is the length of the shortest
string  such that M on input (; n) outputs the
(2n+1   1)-bit characteristic string of Ln and halts
while using no more than t(2n) workspace. This quan-
tity is often interpreted as the \amount of informa-
tion" that is contained in Ln and is \accessible"
by means of computations that use at most t(2n)
workspace.
Well-known simulation techniques show that there
exists a universal machine U that is optimal in the
sense that for each machine M there is a constant c
such that for all t; L, and n, we have
KSct+cU (Ln)  KS
t
M (Ln) + c:
Hence, we x an optimal machine U and omit it from
the notation. (See [2] or [4] for additional discussion
of Kolmogorov complexity.)
The main result involves languages with essen-
tially maximal information content, that is, languages
B such that for every polynomial q; KSq(Bn) >
2n+1   2n a.e. (Notice that for every language
A; KSn(An) < 2n+1 + c for some absolute constant
c; this justies the phrase \essentially maximal.")
Main Theorem
Let A 2 ESPACE and let k > 0 be an integer.
Suppose that there is a language B such that A Pk tt
B and, for every polynomial q; KSq(Bn) > 2n+1 2n
a.e. Then there exists a sparse set S such that A Pk tt
S.
The proof of the Main Theorem is contained in the
Appendix. We proceed to discuss its applications.
The class HIGH is the collection of all languages
B that for every polynomial q, satisfy KSq(Bn) >
2n+1   2n a.e.
As noted above, if a language is in HIGH, then it
has essentially maximal information content.
Almost every language is in HIGH. This follows
from the fact [8] that RAND  HIGH, where
RAND is the set of algorithmically random lan-
guages dened by Martin-Lof [7]. Martin-Lof showed
that almost every language is in RAND. In fact,
the inclusion of RAND in HIGH is proper since al-
most every recursive language is in HIGH [5] while
no recursively enumerable (hence, no recursive) lan-
guage is in RAND. On the other hand, HIGH 
ESPACE = ;, that is, no language recognized by a
machine that uses workspace O(2cn) for any c > 0 is
in HIGH [5].
TheMain Theorem shows that for every integer k >
0; Pk tt(HIGH) \ ESPACE  Pk tt(SPARSE).
The following result shows that it is highly unlikely
that any language in HIGH is Pbtt-hard for many
of the classes studied in structural complexity theory.
Recall that the reducibility Pbtt is transitive.
Theorem 1 Let K be any class chosen from
fPSPACE, NP, PP, C=P, MOD2 P, MOD3P,
. . .g. If there is a language in HIGH that is Pbtt-
hard for K, then K=P.
Theorem 1 follows from the Main Theorem by re-
sults of Ogiwara and Watanabe [10] and Ogiwara and
Lozano [9].
Theorem 1 shows that for any class K chosen from
PSPACE, NP, PP, C=P,MOD2P,MOD3P,. . .g,
if P 6= K, then no language in HIGH can be Pbtt-
hard for K. A similar consequence holds for E =
DTIME(2linear) with no unproven hypothesis since
Watanabe [11] has shown that no sparse set is Pbtt-
hard for E.
Theorem 2 No language in HIGH is Pbtt-hard for
E.
The Main Theorem was stated in terms of a xed
integer k that bounds the number of queries. Instead,
one could consider a function k(n) = O(log n) that is
computable in polynomial time and replace the xed
integer k with the function k(n) to obtain a bound
on the number of queries. Thus, Pk(n) tt(HIGH) \
ESPACE  Pk(n) tt(SPARSE). In addition, the
proof of the Main Theorem allows one to conclude
that Pm(HIGH) \ ESPACE  Pm(SPARSE)
and P(logn) dtt(HIGH) \ ESPACE  P(logn) dtt
(SPARSE).
The results have been stated in terms of languages
reducible to languages with extremely high space-
bounded Kolmogorov complexity. No such language is
in ESPACE. Such statements tell us nothing about
languages to which languages in ESPACE can be re-
duced. However, the proof of the Main Theorem yields
a bound on the Kolmogorov complexity of languages
to which languages in ESPACE can be reduced and
this bound allows us to make additional conclusions.
Corollary 3 For every A 2 ESPACE   Pbtt
(SPARSE), there exists a polynomial r such that for
all languages B, if A Pbtt B, then KS
r(Bn) <
2n+1   2n i.o.
Corollary 3 implies that hard languages have unusu-
ally low Kolmogorov complexity. Moreover, the fact
that the polynomial r is xed enables us to strengthen
Theorem 1 as follows.
Theorem 4 (a) If P 6= NP, then there is a xed
polynomial q such that every Pbtt-hard language
H for NP has space-bounded Kolmogorov com-
plexity KSq(Hn) < 2n+1   2n i.o.
(b) There is a xed polynomial q such that every Pbtt-
hard language H for E has space-bounded Kol-
mogorov complexity KSq(Hn) < 2n+1   2n i.o.
Appendix
Proof of the Main Theorem. Assume that the re-
sult is false, that is, assume that A 2 ESPACE  
Pk tt(SPARSE). Let f and g be functions such that
A Pk tt B via (f; g). We will show that there is a
polynomial r such that
KSr(Bn) < 2
n+1   2n i.o.; (1)
thus contradicting the hypothesis.
Dene ~f as follows: for each x 2 f0; 1g and i; 1 
i  k; ~fi(x) = fi(x)10jxj. Note that for each x 2
f0; 1g and i; 1  i  k,
j ~fi(x)j > jxj: (2)
For each C  f0; 1g, dene ~C by
~C = f ~fi(x) j x 2 f0; 1g
; 1  i  k; fi(x) 2 Cg:
Notice that A Pk tt B via (f; g) implies that A 
P
k tt
~B via ( ~f; g).
Now let us briey sketch the argument. For each
n 2 N , we dene a nite tree Tn whose leaves at each
level include partial specications of all languages ~C
such that A Pk tt ~C via ( ~f; g). In particular, ~B will
satisfy some leaf of Tn. For a randomly selected lan-
guage C  f0; 1g, let "1 be the event that ~C satises
some vertex at depth  1 in Tn. The trees Tn will
be constructed so that the probability Pr("1) decays
exponentially as ` increases. It will follow by the algo-
rithmic construction of Tn that KS(Cn) is small for
all C such that ~C satises some vertex that is deep in
Tn, thus guaranteeing that KS(Bn) is small for in-
nitely many n. The quantitative details will be such
that (1) holds.
Some terminology will be convenient. For n 2 N ,
an n-assignment is a partial function  from f0; 1gn
into f0; 1g. (Thus, an n-assignment is also an m-
assignment for all m  n.) A language C  f0; 1g
satises an n-assignment  if (x) = [x 2 C] for
all x 2 dom . Two n-assignments  and  are
consistent with one another if there exists a lan-
guage C  f0; 1g such that ~C satises both 
and . For an n-assignment  and x 2 f0; 1g,
let  ~f(x) denote the string ( ~f1(x)) . . .( ~fk(x)) 2
f0; 1gk. (Note that  ~f(x) is dened if and only if
~f1(x); . . . ; ~fk(x) 2 dom .) A string x 2 f0; 1g
forbids an n-assignment  if  ~f(x) is dened and
g(x) ~f(x) 6= [x 2 A]. (This implies that if A Pk tt ~C
via ( ~f; g) and x forbids , then ~C does not satisfy .)
An n-assignment to ~f(x) is an n-assignment  such
that dom  = f ~fk(x); . . . ; ~fk(x)g  f0; 1gn. Finally,
x an \end-marker" $ and, for each n 2 N and n-
assignment , let x(; n) be the lexicographically rst
string x 2 f0; 1gn that forbids some n-assignment
to ~f(x) that is consistent with , if such an x exists.
x(; n) = $; if no such x exists.
For each n 2 N , dene a tree Tn as follows. Each
vertex of each Tn is an n-assignment. The tree T0
consists of a single vertex, the empty 0-assignment ;.
(That is, dom ; = ;.) The tree Tn+1 is constructed
from Tn by attaching subtrees to zero or more of the
leaves of Tn. The vertices of Tn are the old vertices
of Tn+1. The new vertices of Tn+1 are introduced
recursively as follows. Let  be a leaf of Tn or a new
vertex of Tn+1. If x(; n + 1) = $; then  is a leaf
of Tn+1. Otherwise, the immediate successors of  in
Tn+1, when they exist, are those (n+1)-assignments 
such that  is consistent with ; dom  = (dom )[
f ~f1(x(; n+1)); . . . ; ~fk(x(; n+1))g, and x(; n+1)
does not forbid .
It is clear that, for each vertex  of Tn; dom  
Wn \ ~Wn; where Wn = f0; 1gn.
Note that each vertex of each Tn has at most 2k 1
immediate successors. Also, along any path from
the root of Tn to a leaf of Tn, the domain of each
vertex is a proper subset of the domain of its im-
mediate successors, so the depth of Tn is at most
k f0; 1gn k = 2n+1   1. Thus, each Tn is a nite
tree.
The key property of the trees Tn is best understood
in probabilistic terms. Fix n 2 N and consider the
random experiment in which a set S  f0; 1gn is
chosen probabilistically according to the uniform dis-
tribution on all such sets. For each n-assignment ,
let F be the even that ~S satises , and let F+ be
the event that ~S satises some immediate successor of
 in Tn. (If  is not an interior vertex of Tn, then
F+ = ;. We emphasize that it is S, not ~S, which
is chosen according to the uniform distribution.) The
key property of our construction is that
Pr(F+ j F)  1  2
 k (3)
for each interior vertex  of T. To see this, assume
that  is an interior vertex of Tn and let x = x(;m),
where m is the least integer such that x(;m) 6= $:
(Note that m  n.) By the construction of Tn, there
is an n-assignment  such that  is consistent with
; dom  = (dom )[f ~f1(x); . . . ; ~fk(x)g, and  is not
an immediate successor of  in Tn (because x forbids
). Since  is consistent with , there exists a set
S0  f0; 1gn such that ~S0 satises both  and .
Note that dom  and dom  are subsets ofWn\ ~Wn,
where Wn = f0; 1gn. Dene h : Wn \ ~Wn ! Wn 1
by h(u10i) = u for all u10i 2 Wn \ ~Wn. Note that
F = fS j S \ h(dom ) = S0 \ h(dom )g and F =
fS j S\h(dom ) = S0\h(dom )g. Let G = fS j S\
(h(dom ) h(dom )) = S0\(h(dom ) h(dom ))g.
Then G and F are independent events whose in-
tersection is F, so that Pr(F j F) = Pr(G).
Since k h(dom )   h(dom ) k  k h(dom   
dom ) k  k dom    dom  k  k, it follows that
Pr(F+ j F)  1   Pr(F j F) = 1   Pr(G) =
1  2 kh(dom ) h(dom )k  1  2 k, conrming (3).
For each ` 2 N , let "` be the event that ~S satises
some vertex at depth ` in Tn. (The set S is still chosen
uniformally, with n xed.) If we write Tn(`) for the
set of all interior nodes of Tn at depth `, then the local
property 3 yields
Pr("`+1) =
X
2Tn(`)
Pr(F+)
=
X
2Tn(`)
Pr(F+ \ F)
=
X
2Tn(`)
Pr(F+ j F)Pr(F)
 (1  2 k)
X
2Tn(`)
Pr(F)
 (1  2 k)Pr("`):
It follows inductively that for all ` 2 N ,
Pr("`)  (1  2
 k)`: (4)
For each n 2 N , dene a path n;0; . . . ; n;j(n) from
the root of Tn to a leaf of Tn by the following recur-
sion. First, n;0 = ;. For the recursion step, for each
interior vertex  of Tn, let x() = x(;m), where m is
the least integer such that x(;m) 6= $: Assume that
a path n;0; . . . ; n;j in Tn has been dened so that
n;j is an interior node of Tn and n;j ~f(x) = [f1(x) 2
B] . . . [fk(x) 2 B] for each x = x(n;i); 0  i < j.
(Note that this hypothesis is satised vacuously when
j = 0.) Then n;j+1 is the unique n-assignment such
that n;j+1 is consistent with n;j ; dom n;j+1 =
(dom n;j) [ f ~f1(x); . . . ; ~fk(x)g, and n;j+1 ~f(x) =
[f1(x) 2 B] . . . [fk(x) 2 B], where x = xn;j . (Re-
call that (f; g) is a Pk tt-reduction of A to B, so this
implies that g(x)(n;j ~f(x)) = [x 2 A]. It follows that
x does not forbid n;j+1, so that n;j+1 is indeed an
immediate successor of n;j in Tn.)
For each n 2 N , let n = n;J(n). A routine induc-
tion shows that for every n 2 N ; ~ satises n.
For each n 2 N , let Sn;1; . . . ; Sn;I(n) be the lexico-
graphic enumeration of all sets S  f0; 1gn suc hthat
~S satises some vertex  of Tn whose depth in Tn is
at least dn, where
d = 3=(k   log(2k   1)): (5)
Note that this is precisely an enumeration of "dn, so
that from (5) we have
log I(n) = 2n+1   1 + logPr("dn)
 2n+1   1 + d  n  log(1  2 k) (6)
= 2n+1   3n  1:
By hypothesis A 2 ESPACE, and f and g were
assumed to be computable in polynomial time. Thus,
the trees Tn can be constructed and traversed in space
polynomial in their depth. Thus, there is a machine
M such that, if 1  i  I(n) and i is written in binary,
thenM((i; n) outputs the (2n+1 1)-bit characteristic
string of Sn;i usin workspace polynomial in 2n. Since
~ satises each n, it follows by (3.6) that there is a
polynomial r0 such that KSr
0
M (Bn)  1 + log I(n) 
2n+1   3n for all n 2 D, where D = fn 2 N j J(n) 
dng. Then, by the optimality of the universal machine,
there exist a polynomial r and a constant c such that
KSr(Bn)  2
n+1   3n+ c (7)
for all n 2 D.
To prove that (1) holds, it will be sucient to show
that the set D is innite. The remainder of the argu-
ment is devoted to that goal.
Let B0 = [n0 1n (f1g). Since ~ satises each n,
it is clear that B0  ~B. Fix a strictly increasing poly-
nomial s such that j ~fi(x)j  s(jxj) for all x 2 f0; 1g
and 1  i  k. Then
B0n  
 1
s(n)(f1g) (8)
for all n 2 N . To see that this is true, let y 2 B0n.
Then y = ~fi(x) for some x 2 f0; 1g and i; 1  i  k.
By (2), jxj  n, so that j ~fj(x)j  s(n) for all
j; 1  j  k. Since x(s(n); s(n)) = $; x does
not forbid any s(n)-assignment to ~f(x) that is con-
sistent with s(n). It follows that y = ~fi(x) is not in
(dom m+1)  (dom m) for any m  s(n). Since y 2
B0 = [m0
 1
m (f1g), it follows that y 2 
 1
s(n)(f1g),
conrming (8).
We have already noted that ( ~f; g) is a Pk tt-
reduction of A to ~. In fact, ( ~f; g) is a Pk tt-
reduction of A to B0. To see this, x x 2 f0; 1g,
let m = jxj, and let m = s(s(n)). Let 0m be the
unique m-assignment such that 0m is consistent with
m; dom 0m = (dom m) [ f ~f1(x); . . . ; ~fk(x)g, and
0m( ~fi(x)) = 0 for each i; 1  i  k, such that
~fi(x) 62 dom m. Since x(m; m) = $; x does not
forbid 0m. Since 
0
m
~f(x) is dened, it follows by (8)
that
[x 2 A] = g(x)(0m ~f(x))
= g(x)(0m( ~f1(x)) . . .
0
m( ~fk(x)))
= g(x)([ ~f1(x) 2 B
0
s(n)] . . .
[ ~fk(x) 2 B
0
s(n)])
= g(x)([ ~f1(x) 2 B
0] . . . [ ~fk(x) 2 B
0]);
conrming that A Pk tt B
0 via ( ~f; g). By assumption,
A 62 Pk tt(SPARSE) so that we have
k B0n k > k  d  s(n) i.o. (9)
On the other hand,
k dom s(n) k  k depth(s(n)) = k J(s(n)): (10)
By (8), (9), and (10), J(s(n)) > d  s(n) for innitely
many n. Since s is strictly increasing, it follows that
the set D is innite.
Since D is innite, (1) follows from (7). This com-
pletes the proof of the Main Theorem. 2
Consider the reducibility specied by the pair (f; g)
in the proof. What properties were used? Time as
such played no role. Another measure of computation
such as space or time-space could have been used; for
example, PSPACEk tt could have been used instead of
Pk tt. The fact that the reducibility was specied by
deterministic machines plays no role except for the fact
that both f and g are functions; another mode of com-
putation could have been used as long as functions are
used to specify the reducibility. The hypothesis that
A 2 ESPACE combined with the fact that f and
g could be computed in polynomial time allowed the
trees Tn to be constructed and traversed in space poly-
nomial in their depth. In each case the corresponding
result would hold and the proof would be essentially
the same as that of the Main Theorem.
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